DIGITAL TOOLS & CONTEXTS OF USE

The following overview shows a selection of digital tools that can be used in teaching and for which contexts they are particularly suitable.

**Blended Learning Scenarios**
- Moodle (learning platform)
- webinars, video conferences (Adobe Connect, Pexip)
- myPortfolio (Mahara)

**Teaching-Learning Scenarios**
- Digital Enrichment & Study Organisation
  - myStudy
  - TeachingWiki

**Virtual Offers**
- Moodle (learning platform)
- video conferences tools (Adobe Connect, Pexip)

**Reflection & (Peer) Assessment of the Learning Process**
- Moodle (learning platform)
- myPortfolio (Mahara)

**Media Production**
- Videos
  - Video production
  - Video editing
  - Screencast (Camtasia, ScreenFlow)

**Communication & Cooperation**
- Asynchronous Communication
  - myStudy
  - Moodle (forum, coordination)
  - Rocket.Chat

**Collaborative Work**
- Etherpad
- Digital bulletin board (Padlet)
- Academic Cloud
- Digital flip chart

**Synchronous Communication**
- Classroom response systems (e.g. Tweedback, Pingo, Clicker)
- Video conferences tools (Adobe Connect, Pexip)
- Rocket.Chat